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Agenda

- Services Aware Architecture Framework (SEAF)
- Tooling
- Collaboration Activities
- Quality Plan
ArB

• Progress on the Services Aware Enterprise Architecture Framework (SAEAF) Book and inclusion in the DITA publishing tool

• Statement from the US National Cancer Institute (NCI) on planned development and acceptance of SAEAF into a NCI EA
Liaison Activities

- **ISO**
- **US Realm**
  - **SCO:**
    - Members: HL7, NCPDP, X12, ASTM, CDISC, ADA;
    - In consideration for membership: NLM (SNOMED) & LOINC;
    - SDO related organizations: GS/1 & WEDI
    - Observers: ANSI, FHA, SSA, HITSP, IHE, ONC, X12 TC215 US Tag
  - **OASIS:** Moving forward with HL7 and ISO on US Ambulance interaction standards
HL7 Quality Plan

• Responsibility of CTO & TSC
• Good framework for discussion introduced yesterday in TSC meeting by Woody Beeler
• Focus is on:
HL7 Quality Plan

• Because:
  – We serve the most demanding customers – patients – who have the right to expect the best we can do
  – Our HL7 community takes pride in doing it right and doing it best
  – The HL7 reputation depends upon it
  – We should